CHROME PACKAGE

NEXON. LEVEL NEX SUV.
Accessories Catalogue

LEVEL NEX
CHROME ACCESSORIES
/ GARNISH / ADD ONS
Take the style quotient of your car beyond the next level
with these chrome plated garnishes that enhance the
sleek look of your car and add an extra level of protection.

STYLE
Alloy wheel rim Nexon 16"
Ambient Mood Lighting Nexon
Puddle lamp Nexon T logo projection
Dash mat Nexon
Door visors Nexon Chrome
SUN ROOF - pop up
Front illuminated logo Nexon
Chrome Garnishes

UTILITY
Side Step Nexon
HUD+TPMS
Digital Video Recorder
DRL with Fog Lamp Nexon

COMFORT

Nexon Designer Mats
Rear seat Entertainment system
Seat covers-Art leather & Fabric
Carpets- printed
Carpet mats- black

DOOR VISORS

SAFETY & SECURITY

Child Seats (1.5 yrs & 3 yrs)
Front Cornering Sensors Nexon
Camera display IRVM Nexon
Remote Locking System- 4DR-NEXON

MISC.

Air Freshners
Ganesh Idol Surya G20
Ganesh Idol Varad G25
Mobile Holders

CHILD SEAT
Age; 0-13 Months
Weight 0-13 kgs

AK_JAN_2018_10916329_TATA MOTORS_NEXON_29.7 (W) X 21 (H)_NEXON ACCESSORIES BROCHURE

CHILD SEAT
Age; 9 Months-4yrs
Weight 9-18 kgs

BODY SIDE MOLDING

BUMPER CORNER PROTECTORS

PREMIUM SEAT COVER

A superior select of seat covers that add to the modern look of your
Level Nex SUV.

SEAT COVERS

Personalize your seats to your style with this wide range of stylish
seat covers crafted for your Nexon.

SUNROOF
Look up and see beyond the box of your Level Nex SUV with this electronically
controlled and stylishly designed sunroof.

CARPETS
Feel style beneath your feet with these modernized carpets crafted for your Nexon.

LEVEL NEX
STYLE
1
3

LEVEL NEX ALLOY WHEELS
2

BACK-SEAT ORGANIZER
Never lose track of your belongings in the car again.
This back-seat organizer gives you more space by offering
enough spaces for everything else, from phones to laptops
to water bottles.

Make a stylish entry everytime with the
R16 diamond cut alloys that heighten your
confidence in any crowd.

DESIGNER RUBBER MATS
Give your car a slick and stylish look
with these designer rubber mats.

LEVEL NEX
ELECTRONICS

HUD WITH TPMS
Go hi-tech with this LED HUD equipped with convenient features like speed limit alerts, battery voltage
indication and tyre pressure monitoring system that serve to improve your driving experience and take your
safety to Level Nex.

LEVEL NEX
CONVENIENCE

1

SIDE STEPS

2

MUD-FLAPS

3

DRL WITH FOG

ILLUMINATED SCUFF PLATES

Step in with style every time you enter

Keep the dirt off your stunning SUV with

Chase away darkness and light up the roads in style

These illuminated scuff plates don’t just make your car look

your Nexon with this thoughtfully

these mud-flaps and maintain your Nexon’s

with these day running lights that give you an

cooler but also help in boarding and de-boarding the vehicle in

designed side step that doesn’t just look

Level Nex looks.

enhanced level of clarity no matter what the

dark areas.

cool but also helps making entry
in the vehicle more convenient.

conditions.

DVR
Now always stay prepared with
this DVR which gives you the
option to safely record every
journey you take in your Nexon.

REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT

FRONT PARKING SENSORS

Let the urban traffic not get you down. With the 10.1 inch Blaupunkt ™ RSE Player,
you can stay on top of your work or sit back and get entertained, on the move.

Park effortlessly with these state-of-the-art Front Parking Sensors that take your
car parking skills to Level Nex.
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